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Market
Comment
The world’s tectonic plates grind
together slowly - then suddenly they
move in an earthquake. This feels like
such a moment and we find ourselves
in a world that looks very different particularly so for the criminal
oligarchs who have sustained
President Putin and up until now
enjoyed their yachts and property
around the world free of opprobrium
or sanction. Not any more.

They may still be able to own houses in
London and ‘datchas’ in the gated
estates of Surrey and Berkshire - but they
can’t reach them in their private jets and, more crucially, they can’t sell them
under the sanctions that have been
imposed. And if they were allowed to sell
them, they would have no lawyers or
estate agents to make it happen. These
are now orphaned assets, fixed in aspic
for the foreseeable future.

the wheels still turn so here are our thoughts
from the edge of the volcano.

While these terrible events are going on
in Ukraine, it feels somewhat frivolous
commenting on what is happening in the
property market - but life goes on and

But if that is the case, then why are nearly all
estate agents reporting a record year? They
live on high turnover, not high prices, so if
the desert is really so dry, they should be

Almost every seller is a buyer. This pretty
well sums up the dynamic of the current
market where supply, or lack of it, is the cri
de coeur of every buyer. It may be great to
get a record price for your house, but if you
can’t find anything to replace it, even at half
the price, then you tend to stay where you
are.
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moaning, not rejoicing. The reason it has
been a happy time for them is the Great
Catch Up, that has happened after a year of
lockdowns, covering all property - the good,
the bad and the indifferent. It is when they
sell lots of the bad and indifferent - those
with a view of pylons, the smell of a nearby
farmyard, the restaurant below or the noise
of a motorway - that they make their
money. It is in the rarified air of the good
that the problem lies - as indeed it always
does - where there are lots of ticks that
have to match lots of boxes and where the
need to compromise is somewhat
alleviated by lots of money.
It is also very concentrated. In London it is
communal gardens in Holland Park/Notting
Hill where there is always competition, as
there is for large lateral flats with an
outside space. In the country, outside the
obvious commuting areas, the really hot
demand is in North Oxfordshire (Jeremy
Clarksonshire) and the Cotswolds, the
Wiltshire chalk valleys, the West Sussex
Downs and in Somerset around Bruton. In
all these areas there is a limited supply and
a huge demand: we estimate this (and this
is finger in the air not a scientific fact) to be
about three times more than in the preCovid era. This has obviously shown
through in prices but also in the value of
extra land. This is the premium paid for a
house with say 200 acres of land that
values the land at multiples of its
agricultural price - the whole being worth
way more than the sum of the parts. The
valuation of this for a bank loan is clearly
going to be a problem - which illustrates
well that this is a market for cash buyers
where personal fulfilment trumps
demonstrable economic value.
Bank valuations are an issue in such a thin
and rarified market as they are, by

definition, backward looking. Valuations also
assume that buyers are familiar with the market
and comparing what they are buying with a
house nearby. For example, there were four
houses in the Cotswolds that sold last year to
Americans, as near as sight-unseen, for what
were punchy prices. They were probably
comparing the price with an equivalent house in
Florida, the Côte d’Azur or Tuscany, against
which they may have seemed cheap. Looking at
recent local price history they appear high - but
against the London equivalent they also would
appear good value. Who is right on this? In a
genuinely international market it’s a difficult
call.
There were plenty of people calling time on the
London market last year. With working from
home, who’d choose to live in the capital? It
turns out that all the things that people like
about cities - restaurants, theatres, clubs and
galleries - have probably even more appeal after
a year of abstinence. The market has been busy
even without a good proportion of traditional
overseas buyers, particularly those still locked
down all over Asia. Even without them, there is
demand for certain types of property: a large
lateral flat with air conditioning is always
appealing to a certain type of international
buyer who would never buy anything else. Their
value is underpinned in that they won’t be
making any more of them: Westminster has
introduced size restrictions for any new
buildings in their area - 1,615 square feet -
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and Kensington and Chelsea have said that they will
follow suit. This is the size of a generous twobedroom flat and a lot smaller than any family house.
This constriction of supply won’t have a major
influence on prices until all the schemes that are
currently under construction are completed and sold but this is a major sea-change in a city that has been,
for the last thirty years, pretty laissez faire about
letting the market do what it does.
It would be a mistake to assume that the whole
property market is a seller's market. There are plenty
of places where the buyer is in the driving seat - often
dictated by fashion. A good house in Leicestershire or
Rutland will cost you half the equivalent in
Gloucestershire or Hampshire despite better rail
connections and not dissimilar countryside. Mobile
phone and internet black spots will stymie even the
loveliest of positions. If you are looking for a tall thin
house in London with no garden, the price you pay per
square foot will be about half the communal garden
equivalent. There are plenty of dark flats, in clapped
out buildings, on busy roads that are barely worth
more now than they were in 2014 - the high-water
mark for the London market before the Osborne
stamp duty axe was wielded.
Going back to the lack of supply, what unlocks the
top end of the market if sellers can’t buy what they
want? There is, we sense, a slight change in sellers’
perceptions. Against a darkening economic
background of already high inflation and almost
certain rising interest rates, there is a queue of buyers
who are burning hot - for now - but may not be next
year or the year after. This thought is percolating
through and sellers are beginning to consider that
this may be the moment to get the premium that may
not be there once the post-pandemic backlog has
eased and the fallout from the Ukrainian crisis is
known.
If that is right, this year will be busy.

